THE INFLUENCE OF ORTHODOX VAI92AVISM ON
VI7I9;#DVAITA VED#NTA AND P#ÑCAR#TRA
Gerhard Oberhammer
The aim of my paper is not to provide new insight into the
development of the Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta or the P$ñcar$tra but rather to point out a gap in our research, which is to blame for our almost
complete absence of an adequate and historically documented grasp
of the rise of the R$m$nuja School, the intellectual milieu of its
emergence and the role that the P$ñcar$tra played therein.1 To begin
let me point out that when I speak of orthodox Vai:3avism in the title
of this paper, this term does not mean the amorphous religious and
cultural phenomenon that can be perceived, for instance, in the anonymous literature of the Pur$3as. Of course, the Brahmanic orthodoxy
produced also this genre of literature. However, it is not this literature that gave the Brahmanic orthodoxy its particular outline that can
explain its being an effective force in the history of ideas. Both R$m$nuja and the P$ñcar$tra moved in the charged atmosphere of theological and philosophical discussions which must have been characteristic of this orthodoxy and which have been transmitted in the epic
and religious anonymous literature only inexplicitly and often in a
secondarily derived epic form.
To put the Vai:3ava orthodoxy into concrete terms: It belonged
to a religious and philosophical tradition that was bound to its Vedic
origin, that was moulded by a Brahmanic style of thinking and living, and that manifested itself by the Brahmanic ritual, especially the
domestic ritual as well as by the Dharma literature and the early philosophical systems. At the time of the R$m$nuja School’s rise, this
orthodoxy had to a great extent already become monotheistic and
was strongly moulded by the philosophical and theological thinking
of the Ved$nta tradition.
Above all probably only scholars of this orthodoxy had the
necessary depth reflection to enable R$m$nuja’s Vi8i:<$dvaita Ve1

Credit must go to JOHN CARMAN for giving us at least an idea of the
milieu in which the R$m$nuja School emerged in his book on the theology
of R$m$nuja (CARMAN 1974). In that context it was undoubtedly not possible to elaborate further than he did.
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d$nta to arise. Ultimately, this orthodoxy was probably also the seed
of the religious movement of the #lv$rs. The #lv$rs, who are often
considered in historical descriptions to have been the formative precursors of the R$m$nuja School, did not actually contribute to the
formation of the ideas of the Vi:3u faith as characteristic of the R$m$nuja School, but introduced a certain spirituality, a style of piety,
to the scholasticism of their time, similar to the mediaeval mysticism
of the Occident. They did not lay the foundation of the philosophical
and theological reflection by which the R$m$nuja School initially
gained its typical identity. In the formative period of the school one
could count perhaps Bh$skara and his Bhed$bhedav$da to the scholastic tradition of this Vai:3ava orthodoxy and also Y$davaprak$8a,
R$m$nuja’s forgotten Ved$nta teacher. He was not an isolated phenomenon but must have had a group of adherents, however small it
may have been, and he founded his own tradition of interpreting the
Brahmas?tras. Likewise, N$thamuni belonged to this orthodoxy. As
far as can be seen from the fragments of his Ny$yatattva, N$thamuni
was a true scholastic with a lively interest in philosophy and even
natural philosophy, but we do not actually know why he was referred
to as being the first #c$rya of the R$m$nuja School. Because he was
the grandfather of Y$munamuni? Perhaps, but as far as the extant
fragments of his Ny$yatattva testify probably also because his thinking was already directed towards the teachings of the school in many
aspects of his philosophical endeavour, even if he did not actually
reach the central ideas of Vi8i:<$dvaita theology.
However, R$m$nuja’s Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta cannot be traced
back to only the scholasticism of the Vai:3ava orthodoxy. The question would still stand as to where did the religious and theological
aspects of the school derive from. These are usually not treated in descriptions of its history of philosophy. These religious and theological aspects can also not be traced back to the P$ñcar$tra, but rather
point to an independent branch of the tradition.
In the Brahmas?tra tradition, for example, neither a theology of
the Goddess, the teaching of the eternal vibh8ti of God nor the spirituality of the 4ara/#gati is necessary. The P$ñcar$tra, to which the
school’s ritual practice might be traced, lacks however the theological model that is characteristic of R$m$nuja and his Vi8i:<$dvaita
Ved$nta, which is essentially determined by the concept of the rela-
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tional being of the brahman.2 This concept is fundamentally moulded
by the “ontological difference” between the param#tman and the
sentient (cit) and insentient (acit) entities of the world, this being a
difference that is neither bridged by an idealistic monism nor by an
evolutionary scheme.
In connection with this symposium, it is perhaps of particular
importance to point out this ontological difference. It was just this
ontological difference, together with the concept of the relational
being of the brahman, that offered the school the possibility to adopt
the religious concepts of the P$ñcar$tra, but R$m$nuja himself barely
mentions how these concepts are to be unified. An incidental remark
of R$m$nuja in his commentary on the Utpattyasambhav$dhikara3a
of the Ved$ntas?tras3 shows that the reception of concrete concepts
of P$ñcar$tra theology, as for example, of God, was indeed made
possible by this ontological difference. R$m$nuja makes this remark
in order to justify the P$ñcar$tra by interpreting it through concepts
of his own teaching. He interprets here the P$ñcar$tra doctrine that
the four vy8has and other divine beings arise from the Supreme God
from the point of view of his own theology, i.e., that the God V$sudeva, who is identified with the Supreme brahman (para- brahma),
appears in four forms4 by assuming the physical shapes (vigraha) of
the vy8has and the other divine beings according to His own wish.5
2

For this concept see OBERHAMMER 1999.

3

BS? 2.2.39-42.

4

“The Supreme brahman itself, which is called V$sudeva, being affectionate to those who seek refuge [with it], exists in four forms according
to its own wish in order to give refuge to those who seek refuge with it.”
(7r,Bh II, 324,12: v#sudev#khya- para- brahmaiv#4ritavatsala- sv#4ritasam#4raya/)yatv#ya svecchay# caturdh#vati56hate.) “For the devotees attain this Supreme brahman, which is called V$sudeva, whose body consists
of the complete six [divine] qualities, [and] which is divided into the Transcendent One (strictly speaking: the “Fine One”), the vy8has and the vibhavas, if [they] worship it in the right manner according to [their] authority ...”
(ibid. 325,1f.: tad dhi v#sudev#khya- para- brahma sa-p8r/a5#%gu/yavapu9 s8k5mavy8havibhavabhedabhinna- yath#dhik#ram bhaktai9 ...
abhyarcita- samyak pr#pyate.)
5

Cf. 7r,Bh II, 325,7-9: “Hence, as Sa1kar:a3a and the other [vy8has]
also have the form of the body of the Supreme brahman according to its
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By this, in the end he places the vy8has and the other divine beings –
considered, as the later tradition would call it, to be manifestations of
God’s eternal vibh8ti – into the brahman theology while maintaining
the transcendence of the Supreme brahman. In this sense, the decisive impetus to R$m$nuja’s theology may have come, e.g., from the
N$r$ya3a theology of the Sub$lopani:ad,6 which stemmed from the
orthodox tradition. In all these aspects of the religious faith of the
R$m$nuja School, the Vai:3ava orthodoxy mentioned above seems
to be tangible, although its identity is scarcely discernible by merely
denominating it as the Bh$gavatas.
The denotation of the term bh#gavata is unclear. In the formative period of R$m$nuja’s Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta, if we are to believe
Y$muna’s #gamapr$m$3ya, it seems for example to have designated
a certain social group and not a particular doctrinal tradition. In the
#gamapr$m$3ya, the Bh$gavatas are Vai:3avas who claim to be
Brahmins and who in their religious faith are P$ñcar$trins. This last
feature is confirmed by R$m$nuja’s commentary on the Utpattyasambhav$dhikara3a of the Ved$ntas?tras. Here, probably under the
influence of 7a*kara’s commentary on these S?tras, R$m$nuja refers
to the tradition under discussion as Bh$gavatas, but clearly understands their doctrine as one of the P$ñcar$tra. 7a*kara’s commentary
on this passage is unclear on its part, because 7a*kara mentions both
Bh$gavatas and P$ñcar$trasiddh$ntins, but it is not clear if he really
equates their doctrines.7 As 7a*kara reports, these doctrines are difown wish, there is no contradiction with the authority of the 7$stra that
teaches this, because [this 7$stra] teaches the ‘coming into existence’ in the
form of assuming bodies according to His own wish on account of the affection for those who seek refuge with [Him], as it is proven even by the
4ruti: ‘Being unborn, he arises in many forms’ (T# 3.13.1).” (ata9 sa(kar5a/#d)n#m api parasyaiva brahma/a9 svecch#vigrahar8patv#t, “aj#yam#no
bahudh# vij#yate” iti 4rutisiddhasyaiv#4ritav#tsalyanimittasvecch#vigrahasa(grahar8pajanmano =bhidh#n#t tadabhidh#yi4#strapr#m#/yasy#prati5edha9.)
6
7

Cf. OBERHAMMER 1998b: 26ff.

Cf.: “With respect to this, the Bh$gavatas teach: The Venerable
One, the only V$sudeva, whose nature is pure knowledge, is the [divine]
principle in the true sense. Having divided Himself, He appears in four
parts: in form of the V$sudevavy?ha, the Sa1kar:a3avy?ha, the Pradyumnavy?ha and the Aniruddhavy?ha. V$sudeva is called the Supreme Self (pa-
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ferent, even if they possibly represent P$ñcar$tra concepts merely of
different periods. In any case, we cannot consider the P$ñcar$tra as
the scholastic milieu in which the specific brahman doctrine of R$m$nuja arose.
Hence, does the Vai:3ava orthodoxy, as we tried to define it
above, offer scholastically the fertile soil that enabled the R$m$nuja
School to arise? Let me present a few observations that may not answer our question, but will make it more concrete through the philological analysis of small units of text.
In the Paramasa1hit$, we find two rather long sections that are
apparently quotations8 and that give the Sa1hit$ the character of
bhakti spirituality that is typical of this P$ñcar$tra text in its extant
form.9 Both are texts with a remarkable level of religious reflection
ram#tman), Sa1kar:a3a, the j)va, Pradyumna, the manas, Aniruddha, the
aha-k#ra. Among these, V$sudeva is the supreme primal principle, the
others, [i.e.,] Sa1kar:a3a, etc., are His product. If one worships this Venerable One, the Supreme Lord, who is of such a kind, by approaching, appropriating, worship, studying and yoga during one’s entire life (literally, for
one hundred years), one, being [thereby] free from afflictions, reaches the
Venerable One.” (BS?Bh 259,20-260,1: tatra bh#gavat# manyante – bhagav#n evaiko v#sudevo nirañjanajñ#nasvar8pa9 param#rthatattva-, sa caturdh#tm#na- pravibhajya prati56hita9 – v#sudevavy8har8pe/a, sa-kar5a/avy8har8pe/a, pradyumnavy8har8pe/#niruddhavy8har8pe/a ca. v#sudevo n#ma param#tmocyate. sa-kar5a/o n#ma j)va9. pradyumno n#ma mana9. aniruddho n#m#ha-k#ra9. te5#- v#sudeva9 par# prak2tir itare sa-kar5a/#daya9 k#ryam. tam ittha-bh8ta- parame4vara- bhagavantam
abhigamanop#d#nejy#sv#dhy#yayogair var5a4atam i56v# k5)/akle4o bhagavantam eva pratipadyate iti.) In contrast, in a later passage 7a*kara speaks
about this teaching as follows: “And these [beings, namely,] Sa1kar:a3a
and the others are not considered as the individual self (j)va), etc. How
then? They all are agreed to possess the lordly qualities jñ#na, ai4varya,
4akti, bala, v)rya, and tejas. They all are V$sudeva (lit. V$sudevas), faultless, sovereign, and perfect.” (BS?Bh 260,22-24: na caite sa-kar5a/#dayo
j)v#dibh#ven#bhipreyante; ki- tarhi? )4var# evaite sarve jñ#nai4varya4aktibalav)ryatejobhir ai4varyadharmair anvit# abhyupagamyante – v#sudev#
evaite sarve nirdo5# niradhi56h#n# niravady#4 ceti). 7a*kara ascribes this
teaching to the P$ñcar$trasiddh$ntins (cf. BS?Bh 261,10).
8
9

WICZ

Cf. OBERHAMMER 1998a: 33ff. and OBERHAMMER 2004: 165ff.

For the composition of the Paramasa1hit$ cf. CZERNIAK-DROBDBO2003: 34ff.
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and style, although they are not poetic texts in the narrowest sense.
One of the texts is a sort of meditative analysis of existence in sa-s#ra, ending with an invocation of Vi:3u and taking refuge in Him
(ParS 30.37-67). The other text, ParS 29.21-33, is a hymnal invocation (stuti) of Vi:3u, which, similar to the first text, passes into a reflection of existence in sa-s#ra in its second part. It also deals with
taking refuge in Vi:3u. Both texts represent a type of literature that
seems to be, with regard to its content, more closely related to the
thinking of the classical systems of salvation, which strive for emancipation from sa-s#ra, than to the religious hymns (stotra, stuti) of
the later R$m$nuja School.
(a) The first text reflects on individual existence in sa-s#ra
with a rather unusual forcefulness and personal grief. I would like to
present the text in an abridged form to impart an idea of its diction
and contents: “I was born alone … at that time and as I am … (37) I
was also born in some land at an earlier time … (38) And more, there
will be another future birth of mine … (39) And nobody follows me
when I am born from the mother’s womb or when I die alone. (40)
… The place [where I live] is not mine, nor this property, nor [this]
powerful position, nor these servants, nor these wives, nor these
sons, nor these dear ones. (45) … This disease troubles me, this old
age troubles me, (46) and I have other grief. This is my feeling. What
[I] saw last year, I see [again] this year. (47) The duty that was done
then must be done [again] now; the meal that was eaten on a bygone
day will be eaten [again] today. (48) … Where did I come from before? Where will I possibly go again? How much [time] will I possibly spend here? I do not know all this. … (56) Therefore I seek any
refuge that is granted to those who are devoted exclusively [to
Vi:3u]. (57) Otherwise, my fear does not disappear in transmigration. (58) … And in the epics, the Pur$3as, in the world, in the Vedas, or in the #gamas I do not see any being that is higher than
Vi:3u. Therefore I take refuge only in you who is a friend of those
devoted [to you]. (63-64) Being desireless [and] firm in resolution, I
will never think of wishes mentally, in deed [or] verbally. (65) What
is the use of [the fulfilment] of one or two wishes? [What I] desire is
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perfection. Therefore I take refuge in Hari without expecting fruits,
with firm devotion committed only [to Him] … (67)”10
In connection to our question, this text is important because it
is earlier than the Paramasa1hit$’s extant text, which was already
quoted by Y$munamuni, and because it testifies to a conception of
the 4ara/#gati whose basic idea hardly deviates from the conception
of the R$m$nuja School and yet whose spirituality and practice clearly differ from the latter. Our author attains the motive for the 4ara/#gati from a quite rational analysis of the individual’s existence in
sa-s#ra’s clutches and being lost in it without a resort, and not from
a feeling of personal sinfulness and wretchedness as is found in later
periods. Furthermore, any reference to a ritual dimension of the 4ara/#gati, such as a mantra to be used, is lacking, as well as any reference to the Goddess as a mediatress (puru5ak#ra), which is not less
characteristic. Here the 4ara/#gati is an expression of a spirituality,
not a ritual act.
(b) The second text that I mentioned11 is first of all important
because it later became part of the text that is transmitted under the
name Jita1testotra (JSt), although earlier than Periyav$cc$n Pi//ai’s

10

ParS 30.37-67: aham eka9 pras8to ’smi ... | asmin k#le yath# c#smi
... || 37 p8rvam apy abhavaj janma vi5aye mama kutracit | ... janm#ntara- ca
me bh#vi kim apy asti ... | na ca m#- j#yam#na- v# kuta4cin m#tur #4ray#t |
ek#k) (em. ek#ki) mriyam#/a- v# ka4cid apy anudh#vati || 40 ... naiv#spadamamaiveda- dhanam ai4varyam eva v# | ete bh2ty# ime d#r# ete putr# ime
priy#h || 45 ... b#dhate m#m iya- vy#dhir b#dhate m#m iya- jar# || 46 sant#po me para4 ceti mamaiveya- ca vedan# | p8rve sa-vatsare d256am asmin
pa4y#mi vatsare || 47 tatra p8rva- k2ta- k#ryam atra kartavyat#- gatam |
at)te divase bhuktam annam ady#pi bhujyate || 48 ... kuto ’ham #gata9 p8rvakva gami5y#mi v# puna9 || 55 kiyad v# vihar#my atra na j#ne sarvam )d24am |
... tasm#c chara/am icch#mi ki-cid ek#ntisa-hitam || 57 anyath# mama sa-hare (em. sa-s#re) bhaya- v# na nivartate | ... na ca vi5/o9 para- ki-cit
pa4y#mi puru5a- sthitam || 63 itih#sapur#/e5u lokaved#game5u ca | tasm#t
tv#m eva 4ara/a- prapadye bhaktavatsala || 64 manas# karma/# v#c#
nirapek5o d2%havrata9 | na karomi ca k#me5u kad#cid api m#nasam || 65 kimamaikena k#mena dv#bhy#- v# siddhim (em. siddhir) )psitam | tasm#t phalam an#k#-k5at (em. an#k#-k5an) prapadye 4ara/a- harim || 66 ek#ntad2%hay# bhakty# ...
11

ParS 29.21-33.
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commentary on this text.12 We can determine that the text of ParS
29.21-33 was actually inserted into the Jita1testotra by the fact that
also its introductory 4loka from the ParS was inserted into the Stotra.13 In the Paramasa1hit$, this text is also a quotation. It is identical
to 5gvidh$na III.33ff. and was adopted into the Paramasa1hit$ from
there, unless both were adopted from an earlier text. Obviously, this
text belongs to the orthodox Vai:3ava tradition. The Stotra quoted in
the Sa1hit$ is neither a Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta work nor a P$ñcar$tra
work. In addition to this, the Stotra is important, because, just like
the text discussed above, it is also bound to a 4ara/#gati spirituality
that represents an initial stage of the 4ara/#gati practice in the later
Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta of the R$m$nuja School. The text itself has
two parts. The first part, beginning with the verse 29.21, is devoted
to a hymnal praise of God, whereas the second part expresses the
speaker’s need for salvation.
When the speaker who takes refuge has invoked God as “the
common deity of deities and demons,” as the creator and the destroyer of the world, and as the only resort and the rescuer from sa-s#ra
(29.21-24), he praises God as the transcendent supreme being that is
still accessible to His bhaktas and who disposes of everything with
antithetic invocations: “You have neither a form nor a shape, nor
weapons, nor a place. Nevertheless you appear in a human form (puru5#k#ra) to the [people] devoted to you. (25) There is nothing that
is beyond the range of your sight. [However,] you are visible to no
one. There is nothing that is not known by you, but you, [being transcendent,] are not apprehended by anyone. (26)”14 Following these
antithetic invocations, the author proceeds to more intensive direct
praise: “[You are] the first cause of [all] effects, the highest [object]
that can be designated by words, the supreme perfection of the yo12

This text is a late collation of stotra-like invocations of Vi:3u,
which, with minor variations, all begin with the verse MBh 12.336.44 from
the N$r$ya3,ya.
13

For the composition of the Jita1testotra cf. OBERHAMMER 2004:
165, n. 442.
14

ParS 29.25f.: na te r8pa- na c#k#ro n#yudh#ni na c#spadam |
tath#pi puru5#k#ro bhakt#n#- ca prak#4ase || 25 naiva ki-cit parok5a- te
pratyak5o ’si na kasyacit | naiva ki-cid asidhyante (em. asiddha- te) na ca
siddho ’si kasyacit || 26.
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gins. They know that [only you are] the absolute Supreme [Being].
(27)”15
In the second part of the Stotra, our author introduces the motive of fear in sa-s#ra, which becomes the inducement to take refuge in God. Thereby, the taking of refuge that is expressed in the beginning of the Stotra16 is proven to be a formula of confident worship: “O Lord of the deities, I am afraid in this transmigration that
contains great danger. Protect me, o Lotus-eyed One! I do not know
a better refuge. (28) At all times and in all places, o Acyuta, [be it] in
[this] body, [be it] in death, great fear is growing within me. (29)
Also in other lives, there is not any cause for salvation other than
Your lotus feet, by which I attain the good state [of emancipation].
(30)”17
The correspondence of the Stotra’s structure and the contents
of this second part to the text from the Paramasa1hit$ mentioned
earlier is certainly not coincidental. It rather shows that we are dealing here with a literary type of religious poetry, unless one of the two
texts was influenced by the other. In addition, both texts, including
the text that was incorporated into the Jita1testotra, lack any hint of
a ritual 4ara/#gati practice. In both, the idea of taking refuge fits
well into an orthodox Vai:3ava tradition moulded by bhakti spirituality, in which taking refuge is an expression of confident bhakti and
in which reflection on the hopelessness of sa-s#ra is the actual motive for taking refuge.18 In addition, both texts are not chance quotations from the broad stream of traditional orthodoxy but, at least in
the case of the Paramasa1hit$, are conscious adoptions of orthodox

15

ParS 29-28: k#ry#/#- k#ra/a- p8rva- vacas#- v#cyam uttamam | yog#n#- (em. yogin#-) param# siddhi9 parama- te para- vidu9 ||.
16

ParS 29.22cd: sarvad#cara/advandva- vraj#mi 4ara/a- tava ||.

17

ParS 29.28-30: aha- bh)to ’smi deve4a sa-s#re ’smin mah#bhaye |
p#hi m#- pu/%ar)k#k5a na j#ne 4ara/a- param || 28 k#le5v api ca sarve5u
dik5u sarv#su c#cyuta | 4ar)re ca gatau c#pi vardhate me mahadbhayam || 29 tvatp#dakamal#d anyan na me janm#ntare5v api | nimitta- ku4alasy#sti yena gacch#mi sadgatim || 30.
18

For the 4ara/#gati in the earliest Vai:3ava orthodox tradition cf.
OBERHAMMER 2004: 98ff.
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bhakti piety undertaken during the reworking19 of an earlier P$ñcar$tra text.
(c) In the thirty-seventh chapter of the Ahirbudhnyasa1hit$,20
we also find a conscious adoption of traditional orthodox thoughts.
Here, however, these thoughts have been reinterpreted and have become an occasion to form a new Tantric ritual. Following the description of an older ritual for the rescue of a sovereign who is hardpressed by his enemies, a second ritual is taught, which is described
as the “sacrifice of oneself” to the God Sudar8ana who is to be worshipped here, and which is designated by the old term ny#sa. In this
sacrifice, the sovereign’s enemies are considered to be magical substitutes for sacrificial animals. The description of this ritual opens
with remarkably traditional orthodox thoughts that are not actually
related to the sovereign’s hardships, but are a quite traditional exposition of the 4ara/#gati: “That which he who has various desires cannot attain by other means, that which he who strives for emancipation [can] neither [attain] by S$1khya, nor by Yoga, nor by bhakti,
(25) … that [person] can attain this only by ny#sa … (26). The Supreme Being, the param#tman is attained only through this. They
who know the Veda (vedavidu5a9) say that the [ny#sa] is sixfold …
(27) The desire for adequateness (#nuk8lya), the avoidance of inadequateness (pr#tik8lya), the confidence: ‘He will protect [me]’, the
choice of [Him] as protector, (28) presenting of oneself (#tmanik5epa), [and] poverty, [these are] the sixfold [means of] taking refuge
(4ara/#gati) … (29) Thereby all the austerities of the ascetics are accomplished, all places of pilgrimage, all sacrifices and all donations
are accomplished at once, and thereby he partakes of the emancipation … (35)”21

19

For this reworking cf. OBERHAMMER 1998a and CZERNIAKDROBDBOWICZ 2003: 34ff.
20
21

Cf. OBERHAMMER forthcoming.

AS 37.25-25: yad yena k#mak#mena n#s#dya- s#dhan#ntarai9 |
mumuk5u/# yat s#-khyena yogena na ca bhaktita9 || 25 … tena ten#pyate
tat tan ny#senaiva … || 26 param#tm# ca tenaiva s#dhyate puru5ottama9 |
5o%h# hi vedavidu5o vadanty ena- … || 27 #nuk8lyasya sa-kalpa9 pr#tik8lyasya varjanam | rak5i5yat)ti vi4v#so gopt2tvavara/a- tath# || 28 #tmanik5epak#rpa/ye 5a%vidh# 4ara/#gati9 | … k2t#ny anena sarv#/i tap#-si ta-
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The meditative realisation of this ny#sa in the form of a “sacrifice of oneself,” thus introduced, is metaphorically equated with a
Vedic sacrifice in the Ahirbudhnyasa1hit$ (AS 37.39cd-49): “The
body of [God], which has the form of the sacrifice, is regarded as the
vedi. (40) The 4ruti settles [that His] mouth is the #havan)ya fire,
[His] heart is the southern fire, and [His] belly is the g#rhapatya fire.
(41) The principle [of His] manas is declared to be the institutor of
the sacrifice, [and His] buddhi [is declared] to be [his] wife. The enemies of him who took refuge in Him are declared to be the sacrificial
animals. (42) The j)va of he [who is offering the sacrifice] is called
the sacrificial food (havya).”22 The description proceeds with this
equation down to the last detail. However in our context, this is
sufficient.
The contrast of the description of this ny#sa to that which is described in the introductory verses is striking. The first is understood
to be the “sacrifice of oneself,” whereas the latter is nothing other
than the spiritual act of “taking refuge” (4ara/#gati) as it is taught by
the traditional orthodoxy. Among other things, this can be seen by
the six elements of the 4ara/#gati. The verses under consideration
are also found verbatim in the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$23 as well as in the
Lak:m,tantra24, and are ascribed to “people knowing the Veda”
(vedavidu5a9) in the Ahirbudhnyasa1hit$. They cannot derive from
the P$ñcar$tra but, just as the entire 4ara/#gati spirituality, from an
orthodoxy bound to the Veda.25
However, where does the notion of the ny#sa as a “sacrifice of
oneself” derive from? V$tsya Varadaguru, who describes the same

pat#- … | sarve t)rth#9 sarvayajñ#9 sarvad#n#ni ca k5a/#t || 34 k2t#ny
anena mok5a4 ca tasya haste.
22

AS 37.40cd-43ab: yajñar8padharasy#sya 4ar)ra- vedir i5yate || 40
#syam #havan)y#gnir h2daya- dak5i/#nala9 | ath#sya g#rhapaty#gnir udara- 4ruticoditam || 41 yajam#no manastattva- buddhi9 patn) prak)rtit# |
sv#4ritapratyan)k# ye pa4avas te prak)rtit#9 || 42 … asya j)va- havyapracak5ate |.
23

Quoted in PraP 1.17-26b. For the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$ see below, p. 49.

24

LT 17.60f.

25

Cf. OBERHAMMER 2004: 113-121.
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notion in his Prapannap$rij$ta,26 ascribes it to the Veda of the Taittir,yas. In fact, a corresponding passage that equates the ny#sa, the forest ascetic’s austere way of life, with the Vedic sacrifice is found in
T# 10.63.19ff. (= MN$rU 24-25):27 “He should harness the #tman
[in concentration] in this manner. This is the great correspondence
(mahopani5ada) indeed, the secret of the deities … For he who
knows thusly, the #tman is the institutor of the sacrifice (yajñasy#tm# yajam#na9); confidence (4raddh#) is [his] wife; [his] body is the
fuel; [his] breast is the vedi; ... [his] heart is the sacrificial post; [his]
desire is the melted butter (#jya); [his] anger is the sacrificial animal;
[his] ascetic heat is the fire.”28
It is this doctrine of asceticism as a Vedic sacrifice from the
Mah$n$r$ya3opani:ad that is found in Varadaguru’s text. However,
in this text this ascetic practice is reinterpreted to be a “sacrifice of
oneself” in terms of the 4ara/#gati spirituality: “He should sacrifice
the living #tman (j)v#tman) as an oblation (havi9 k2tv#) in the mighty
fire of the brahman, whose body the [living #tman] is, with the [syllable] om, which has the form of the dvaya[mantra]. (4) In this manner, the practice of the prapatti [using this mantra], whose nature is
the pra/ava, is handed down. There, [in the Veda of the Taittir,yas],
the sacrifice in the body is prescribed for he who knows this. They
say that the prapatti, which is called ny#sa, is the highest of the ascetic practices.”29 These verses show that a Vai:3ava orthodoxy, of
which I spoke at the beginning, also influenced the tradition of the
R$m$nuja School in one of the school’s characteristic aspects of spirituality. This can be seen by the fact that the Upani:ad doctrine re26

Cf. PraP 2.1-6ab.

27

The verse AS 37.37ab is also found almost verbatim in MN$rU
24.1. Cf. te5#- tu tapas#- ny#sam atirikta- tapa9 4rutam | (AS 37.37ab)
with: tasm#n ny#sam e5#- tapas#m atiriktam #hu9 (MN$rU 24.1).
28

MN$rU 24-25: ity #tm#na- yuñj)ta. etad vai mahopani5ada- dev#n#- guhyam. ... tasyaiva- vidu5o yajñasy#tm# yajam#na9 4raddh# patn)
4ar)ram idhma uro vedir … h2daya- y8pa9 k#ma #jya- manyu9 pa4us
tapo ’gni9.
29

PraP 2.4-6ab: j)v#tm#na- havi9 k2tv# tacchar)re mah)yasi | brahm#gnau juhuy#d om ity anena dvayar8pi/# || 4 iti prapatter #mn#ta9 prayoga9 pra/av#tman# | tasyaiva- vidu5o yajña9 4ar)re tatra kalpita9 || 5 prapatti- tapas#m e5#- ny#s#khy#m #hur uttam#m |.
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lated here by Varadaguru to the prapatti, cannot be immediately derived from the R$m$nuja School in the manner he reports. In the
course of the exegesis of this passage, this doctrine rather presupposes a reinterpretation of the asceticism that is understood to be an
internalized sacrifice, a “sacrifice of oneself,” without already understanding it to be an act of prapatti.
The same reinterpretation must also be assumed for the Ahirbudhnyasa1hit$ passage. Here the interpretation of the ny#sa of the
Upani:ad as “the sacrifice of one’s own self”30 is also presupposed. It
is striking that the influence of the Vai:3ava orthodoxy led here to
the emergence, typical for the general Tantric way of thinking, of a
new ritual for the rescue of a sovereign in distress in the tradition of
Sudar8ana worship.31
(d) Apart from this Vai:3ava orthodoxy, the period following
R$m$nuja, the thoughts of his school, as one could expect, also influenced the theological concepts and the spirituality of the P$ñcar$tra.
This is testified not only by the late Bh$radv$jasa1hit$, whose description of the prapatti is inconceivable without the influence of the
7r,vai:3avas,32 but also by a text that is quoted repeatedly as an
authority in Varadaguru’s Prapannap$rij$ta33 and that is identified as
a Vi:vaksenasa1hit$ by the editor of the text. The reason for this
identification is probably Varadaguru’s introduction of the respective
quotations with the words yath#ha bhagav#n 4#stre vi5vaksen#ya
42/vate and the appearance of Sene8a or Ga3$dhipa34 as the person
being addressed. However, the fragments transmitted by Varadaguru
cannot derive from the extant Vi:vaksenasa1hit$35, because in this
30

In AS 37.43, the j)va of the meditating person becomes the offering, whereas in MN$rU 25 the #tman is the institutor of the sacrifice, desire
is the oblation, and anger is the sacrificial animal.
31

Cf. OBERHAMMER forthcoming.

32

Cf., for example, the distinction between the d2ptaprapanna and
the #rtaprapanna in Bh$rS 1.20, which was probably made by Varadaguru.
Cf. OBERHAMMER 2004: 81ff.
33

PraP 1.16-26ab; 2.3cd-4ab; 3.15-19; 6.3; 6.6-12ab; 6.34-44ab.

34

However, in PraP 3.19 dvirad#nana is found. For this cf. GUPTA 1976.

35

See the bibliography s.v. Vi:S.
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text Vi:vaksena is the teaching person and N$rada is the listener.36
Nevertheless, it seems that Varadaguru quotes from a text that after
all was a Vi:vaksenasa1hit$, since Ra*gar$m$nuja also quotes a
sentence from a Vi:vaksenasa1hit$ that does not occur in the extant
text that bears this name but that is within the immediate context of
the fragment delivered in Varadaguru’s Prapannap$rij$ta (6.6ff.)37:
mama prak#r#9 pañceti pr#hur ved#ntap#rag#9. paro vy8ha4 ca vibhavo niyant# sarvadehin#m || arc#vat#ra4 ca tath# ity#divi5vaksenasa-hit#vacan#ny anusandhey#ni38.
According to Varadaguru, following the description of the five
modes of God in the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$, it also taught a theology of
the Goddess.39 Varadaguru quotes this passage (or perhaps sections
of it). I would like to discuss this text briefly as an example of the influence of the R$m$nuja School. Ra*gar$m$nuja’s quotation mentioned above already documents this influence – not only because it
ascribes the doctrine of the five modes of God’s existence to people
“who know the Ved$nta” (ved#ntap#rag#9), but also because this
doctrine seems to have been developed in the R$m$nuja School.40
But the fragment on the theology of the Goddess, which was quoted
from the same context by Varadaguru, is also not conceivable without the thinking of R$m$nuja. The text of this fragment, which I
would like to discuss only with regard to its formal terminology and
the concepts connected with it without going into the theology of the
Goddess itself41, reads as follows: “I will likewise explain the essence (svar8pa) of Lak:m,. Listen attentively! The pervasion [of the
world] through essence (svar8pe/a) according to the qualities (gu36

Of the fragments transmitted by Varadaguru, the introductory
phrase of only one seems to indicate that Vi:vaksena is the speaker. This introduction of the fragment PraP 10.9ff. reads as follows: #tm)yasa-hit#y#tu yath# sene4a uktav#n. However, this fragment is also not found in the extant text of the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$.
37

Cf. OBERHAMMER 2002: 30f.

38

NySV 394,8f.

39

Cf. PraP 6.5: asy# vaibhavam #khy#ti tattvato hi (ratne) yath#
hari9 | paravy8h#dik#n pañca prak#r#n #tmano vadan ||.
40

Cf. OBERHAMMER 2000: 97ff., especially n. 280.

41

For the theology of the Goddess see OBERHAMMER 2002: 31-36.
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/ata9) is taught as being common [to Us both (i.e., to Her and Me)].
(6) [And] just as I pervade the world through essence (svar8pe/a)
according to the nature (svabh#vata9), in the same manner all this is
pervaded by Her. She is the Governess (niyantr)) and Mistress [of
all]. (7) In this manner She is also pervaded by Me, [and] I, the Lord,
am pervaded by Her. Hear the following difference between Me and
Her, Sene8a! (8) She, the Mistress of all, my beloved [wife], is the
‘remnant’ with regard to Me. In the Veda, I am known as Her and as
the world’s Lord. (9) The twofold vibh8ti is the ‘remnants’ with
regard to Her and Me. So it is well-known in the Upani:ads and in
My 7$stras, o Honour-giver! (10) – In the same manner, Bh?mi and
N,l$ are taught as being ‘remnant’ with regard to Me. In the same
manner, the pervasion of all souls through knowledge is acknowledged. (11) However, there is no pervasion through essence for these
two, o You who knows the Upani:ads!”42
In its basic ideas, i.e., the identity of God and Goddess, the
theology of the Goddess that is portrayed in this fragment could derive from the P$ñcar$tra tradition, for example, from the Lak:m,tantra. Unfortunately, this cannot be substantiated at our current state of
P$ñcar$tra research. At any rate, there is no reason for the thinking of
the Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta of R$m$nuja to adopt the doctrine of the
equality of the divine nature (svabh#va) of God and Goddess, though
it is the concept that is usually chosen by the Sanskrit tradition in order to adhere to the school’s monotheism, which is strived for notwithstanding the belief in the Goddess. However, this doctrine owes
its conceptual elaboration and terminology as well as its final form as
given in the fragment to the terminology of the scholastic thinking of
the school.
42

PraP 6.6-12ab: tath# lak5my#9 svar8pa- ca vak5ye 42/u sam#hita9 | gu/ata4 ca svar8pe/a vy#ptis s#dh#ra/) mat# || 6 may# yath# jagat
vy#pta- svar8pe/a svabh#vata9 | tay# vy#ptam ida- sarva- niyantr) ca tathe4var) || 7 may# vy#pt# tath# s#pi tay# vy#pto ’ham )4vara9 | mama tasy#4
ca sene4a vailak5a/yam ida- 42/u || 8 macche5abh8t# sarve5#m )4var) vallabh# mama | tasy#4 ca jatata4 c#ham )4varo vedavi4ruta9 || 9 asy# mama
ca 4e5a- hi vibh8tir ubhay#tmik# | iti 4ruti4irassiddha- macch#stre5v api
m#nada || 10 tath# bh8mi4 ca n)l# ca 4e5abh8te mate mama | tath#tman#ca sarve5#- jñ#nato vy#ptir i5yate || 11 svar8patas tu na tayo9 vy#ptir ved#ntap#raga ||.
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In all probability, this applies to the doctrine of the Goddess’
being the 4e5a of God, which mitigates the fundamental conception
of monotheism. This doctrine introduces a hierarchic ontological relationality of God and Goddess into the concept of the divine reality,
which ensures the ontological primacy of God in the sense of monotheism and which in the end makes a true 7r,vai:3ava theology out of
the theistic brahman doctrine of R$m$nuja.43 The concept of the
“dual vibh8ti” is probably also to be attributed to the R$m$nuja
School. In the same way, the determination of the mutual pervasion
(vy#pti) of God and Goddess by means of the conceptual differentiation of svar8pe/a gu/ata944 and svar8pe/a svabh#vata945, which entails a clear distinction from pervasion through knowledge (jñ#nato
vy#pti9)46, as applied to Bh?mi and N,l$, reveals a scholastic terminology and approach that I have not seen in P$ñcar$tra texts. The reference of the pervasion of both according to the nature (svabh#vata9)
and according to the qualities (gu/ata9) to the essence (svar8pa) of
Goddess and God is especially striking. By this reference, the Goddess is clearly distinguished from Bh?mi and N,l$, to whom, as to all
other selfs, only a pervasion according to knowledge (jñ#nata9) is attributed. This reveals a level of conceptual reflection that I do not
know from the Sa1hit$ literature, but that definitely corresponds to
the Vi8i:<$dvaitic mode of thinking. Apart from the distinction between God’s svar8pa and svabh#va, which is an inherent part of R$m$nuja’s theology, a similar scholastic terminology is found, for
example, in R$m$nuja’s commentary on BhG 18.5547: “He who with
this kind of devotion truly recognizes Me as I am in [My] essence
(svar8pata9) and in [My] nature (svabh#vata9) as well as in [My]
qualities (gu/ata9) and in [My] vibh8ti, he, having truly known Me,

43

For the concept of the being 4e5a cf. OBERHAMMER 1996: 37ff. and
for its application to the Goddess, OBERHAMMER 2002: 36ff. and 126ff.
44

PraP 6.6.

45

PraP 6.7.

46

PraP 6.11.

47

bhakty# m#m abhij#n#ti y#v#n ya4 c#smi tattvata9 | tato m#- tattvato jñ#tv# vi4ate tadanantaram ||.
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immediately ... attains Me through [his] devotion.”48 The same conceptual distinctions as in the quotation from the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$49
are used here, without having been required by the commented verse
from the G,t$ and not having been interwoven in a speculative application as in the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$ fragment.
To conclude, I would like to point to a further conceptual discussion in the text, which can probably only be explained by a familiarity with teachings of the R$m$nuja School. It is the idea that I
already mentioned, namely, that Bh?mi and N,l$, who are “remnants” of God in the same manner as Lak:m,, do not pervade everything through their essence (svar8pe/a) but only through their
knowledge (jñ#nata9) like all souls. This can only be understood if
one knows that, according to the teachings of the R$m$nuja School,
knowledge (dharmabh8tajñ#na) moves to the objects and thus,
knowledge really can pervade everything.
Considering the fragment from the Vi:vaksenasa1hit$ as a
whole, it gives the impression of being a text of the R$m$nuja
School. This impression is also gained by the fragments of the Sa1hit$ that Varadaguru quotes in connection with the 4ara/#gati,50 with
which I cannot deal here.51
Looking back at the few examples that have been discussed,
which, having been chosen by chance, do not yet convey a picture in
its entirety, we see something that is too easily overlooked in historical reflections on the P$ñcar$tra and the R$m$nuja School: There
must have been a learned Vai:3ava orthodoxy, which is not only perceivable in the Pur$3as, that was bound quite concretely to philosophical and theological thinking. Ultimately this orthodoxy seems to
have been the root of R$m$nuja’s Vi8i:<$dvaita Ved$nta. This orthodoxy also had an important influence on the P$ñcar$tra and its religiosity, though essentially limited to the P$ñcar$tra of South Indian
48

GBh 483,29f.: svar8pata9 svabh#vata4 ca yo ’ha- gu/ato vibh8tito ’pi y#v#-4 c#ha- ta- m#m eva-r8pay# bhakty# tattvato ’bhij#n#ti m#tattvato jñ#tv# tadanantaram ... bhaktito m#- vi4ate.
49

For its interpretation, see Ve*ka<an$tha’s T$tparyacandrik$ (TC) on
this passage and OBERHAMMER 2002: 31ff.
50

E.g. PraP 1.17-26ab and also PraP 3.15cd-19.
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For some thoughts on these fragments, see OBERHAMMER 2004: 121ff.
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traditions. As already mentioned, of the Ved$nta authors earlier than
R$m$nuja whose texts are extant, Bh$skara and Y$davaprak$8a
probably belonged to this orthodoxy, though the latter must be considered to have been more complex than the few works of the Brahmas?tra tradition seem to indicate. This is also evident, for example,
in the theology of the Goddess, if one regards the many doctrines
that were rejected by Ve*ka<an$tha in his commentary on Y$muna’s
CatuA8lok,. In this commentary, Ve*ka<an$tha mentions seven different approaches to a theology of the Goddess, all of which he refutes and of which only two may have originated in the P$ñcar$tra
milieu.52 Drawing sharper outlines than I have been able to do here
requires further intensive examination of the concrete texts, particularly those of the P$ñcar$tra.

52

Cf. OBERHAMMER 2002: 82ff.

